**Positive effects of meal frequency and calorie restriction on antioxidant systems in rats**
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**ABSTRACT**

**OBJECTIVE:** In living organisms, there is a balance between the oxidant and antioxidant systems. Reactive products continuously formed by exogenous and endogenous sources are rendered harmless by the antioxidant system. Oxidative stress is an etiological factor in aging and the development of various diseases. In the present study, the aim was to investigate the effects of meal frequency and calorie restriction on oxidant-antioxidant systems in rat serum and tissue.

**METHODS:** Nine adult male Wistar Albino rats were used for the pilot study, and another 24 adult male Wistar Albino rats, also weighing 200 to 250 g each, were included in the main study. The rats were divided into 3 groups based on nutrition: the ad libitum group (AL) (n=8), the 2-meal group (TM) (n=8), and the 2-meal with calorie restriction group (TM-CR) (n=8). Following the 4-week pilot study, nutrition regulation was performed in all groups for 20 weeks, 7 days a week, with 60 minutes allotted per meal. Serum and tissues of rats were isolated at the end of the experiment. Total antioxidant status (TAS) and total oxidant status (TOS) were determined using the Erel method. Oxidative stress index (OSI) was calculated using the formula OSI = TOS/TAS. Liver tissue was examined histopathologically. Statistical analyses were performed using the IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 20.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) program.

**RESULTS:** There were significant differences between the AL and TM, and the AL and TM-CR groups in adipose tissue TOS and OSI, and between the AL and TM groups in the liver TAS of the rats (p<0.05).

**CONCLUSION:** Calorie restriction and sparse meal frequency can increase the activity of antioxidants and can reduce oxidative stress. Thus, many diseases caused by oxidative stress may be prevented with the correct regulation of feeding.
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Nutrition is defined as the process by which organisms take in nutritional elements from the external environment and use them to facilitate all functions of living [1]. The effect of nutrition on metabolism is a subject that has been examined by various researchers for years [2–6]. Studies investi-
gating the effects of meal frequency on metabolism are now rather outdated, as they examined the effects on metabolic enzymes and hormones without investigating the antioxidant system [7–11]. It is well established that excessive energy intake in humans increases the risk of diabetes, cancer, and cardiovascular diseases. However, the effects of increased meal frequency on human health or life span are not clear [12]. Increased meal frequency in humans has been linked to hepatic steatosis, an increase in triglycerides, and obesity [13]. Calorie restriction in animals and humans is a 20% to 40% reduction in the intake of calories compared with feeding ad libitum [14, 15]. Oxidative stress, mitochondrial damage, inflammation, and changes in the structure of proteins-DNA play an important role among the factors that induce neurodegeneration. It is thought that decreased oxidative stress and stimulated neutrophil production may be part of a mechanism related to the reduction of neurodegenerative changes observed with calorie restriction [16–19]. Calorie restriction reduces oxidative stress and the production of oxidant agents [20]. Several other studies have also found that calorie restriction reduced oxidative stress [21–23]. Dubnov et al. conducted a study in which 60% calorie restriction was implemented for 40 days. As a result of the experiment, they found that calorie restriction reduced oxidative stress in various tissues [21]. It was also observed in another study that antioxidant capacity decreased and there was a reduction of lipid peroxidation and protein oxidation products in the group with calorie restriction [24]. One of the accepted theories is that mild calorie restriction reduces the damage caused by free radicals [25]. It has been reported that antioxidant activity increased and oxidative stress decreased with calorie restriction [26]. It was demonstrated in a study of rats that calorie restriction increased antioxidant activity in the serum and liver tissue homogenate in comparison with the control group [27]. There is a continuous production of free radicals in organisms as a result of the effects of oxygen on metabolic pathways and exposure to radiation, drugs, and harmful chemicals. These free radicals facilitate oxidative stress. Antioxidant system enzymes disarm these free radicals and ensure that balance is preserved in the organism and life is sustained. Increase in oxidative stress and deficiency in the antioxidant system result in the pathogenesis of more than 100 diseases [28]. In living organisms, there is a balance between the oxidant and antioxidant systems. Reactive products continuously formed by exogenous and endogenous sources are rendered harmless by the antioxidant system [28].

In the present study, the aim was to investigate the effects of meal frequency and calorie restriction on oxidant-antioxidant systems in rat serum and adipose, brain, and striated muscle tissues, the liver, and liver pathology.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals**
A total of 33 male Wistar Albino rats weighing 200 to 250 g each were used in the experimental procedures. The ambient temperature and relative humidity of the room where the animals were housed was 21±1°C and 60±7%, respectively. The room was illuminated with artificial light in a 12-hour dark/light cycle. The animals were allowed free access to tap water, but standard pellet food was consumed in a controlled environment. All studies were performed with the approval of the Suleyman Demirel University ethics committee for animal experiments (approval date: 21.05.2015; number: 21438139-172).

**Experimental design**
Before initiating the studies, all of the rats were exposed to a light/dark living cycle for a week. Darkness was provided for 12 hours overnight to encourage them to sleep at night and be active during the day. Each rat was housed in a standard Euro-type 2 small animal cage (Techniplast, S.p.A., Buguggiate, Italy).

**Pilot study**
The rats were divided into 3 groups based on nutrition: the ad libitum group (AL) (n=3), the 2-meal group (TM) (n=3), and the 2-meal with calorie re-
Restriction (20%) group (TM-CR) (n=3). In the first week, all groups were given 20 minutes of access to food at determined feeding times. Duration of access was increased gradually to 30 minutes in the second week, 45 minutes in the third week, and an hour in the fourth week. The amount of food consumed at feedings was determined by calculating the difference in the weight of the food in the cages before and after feeding. As a result of the 4-week preliminary study, the average amount of food a rat consumed in a day was determined. The ideal amount of time for the rats to consume the determined amount of food was found to be 1 hour. It was decided to provide the daily meals of the TM and TM-CR groups from 9:00 to 10:00 every morning and from 4:00 to 5:00 every evening. In the pilot study, it was found that the rats in the AL group consumed 0.062 g of food per gram of body weight. Based on this result, when the necessary calculations were made regarding the weight of the animals in the main study, it was calculated that the TM group and the TM-CR group should consume 20 and 16 g/day of food, respectively.

Main study
The rats were divided into 3 groups based on nutrition: ad libitum (AL) group (n=8), 2-meal (TM) group (n=8), and 2-meal with calorie restriction (20%) group (TM-CR) (n=8). The nutrition regulation was performed in all groups for 20 weeks, 7 days a week, with 60 minutes allotted per meal following the 4-week pilot study. The AL group was provided with a sufficient amount of food (ad libitum). The TM group was fed by dividing the amount calculated as daily food intake into 2 meals. The TM-CR group was fed by dividing the amount calculated as daily food intake reduced by 20% into 2 meals. The AL, TM, and TM-CR groups were all fed using the same standard food. There were no restrictions on water in any group.

Anesthesia and preparation of blood and tissue samples
After 20 weeks, blood samples were taken and rats were euthanized using 10% ketamine (Alfamine; Alfasan IBV, Woerden, The Netherlands) and 2% xylazine (Alfazine; Alfasan IBV, Woerden, The Netherlands) in anesthesia. Serum and tissue samples were isolated.

Obtaining the serum
The blood samples obtained were centrifuged at 3500 rpm for 8 minutes (Rotanta 460; Andreas Hettich GmbH & Co. KG, Tuttingen, Germany) and serum was collected. Serum samples were divided into Eppendorf tubes (Eppendorf AG, Hamburg, Germany) and stored at -80°C until the date of analysis (Daian WiseCryo WUF; Daian Scientific, Wonju-si, Gangwon-do, South Korea).

Tissue homogenization
Adipose, striated muscle, and liver tissue were weighed on assay balance (Scaltec SPB33; Scaltec Instruments GmbH, Goettingen, Germany) and homogenized by mixing with phosphate buffer at a ratio of 1/10 (Ultra-Turrax T25; Janke & Kunkel/IBA, Staufen im Breisgau, Germany and UW-2070; Bandelin Electronic GmbH & Co. KG, Berlin, Germany). The homogenates were centrifuged for 10 minutes at +4°C at 10,000 g. In the following stage, supernatants were stored at -80°C in the cryogenic freezer until they were tested.

Total antioxidant status, total oxidant status, and oxidative stress index analyses
Serum and tissue samples were thawed and mixed using a vortex-mixer (Labinco L 46; Labinco BV, Breda The Netherlands) for oxidant-antioxidant analysis. The serum total antioxidant status (TAS), total oxidant status (TOS), and oxidative stress index (OSI) values were measured spectrophotometrically using modified Erel method and biochemical auto-analyzer (AU5800; Beckman Coulter, Inc., Brea, CA, USA) with TAS and TOS commercial kit (Rell Assay Diagnostics, Gaziantep, Turkey) [29, 30]. The TAS and TOS results in the serum were expressed in μmol Trolox Eq/L and μmol H₂O₂ Eq/L, respectively. The TAS and TOS results for the tissues were expressed via division by the protein value. OSI was calculated using the formula.
OSI = TOS/TAS. The principle of TAS measurement is that antioxidants in the sample reduce the dark blue-green colored 2-2’-Azino-bis (3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS) radical to a colorless, reduced form of ABTS. The change of absorbance at 660 nm is related to the total antioxidant level of the sample. The assay is calibrated with a stable antioxidant standard solution known as Trolox Equivalent, which is similar to vitamin E [29]. The principle of TOS measurement is that oxidants present in the sample oxidize the ferrous ion–chelator complex into ferric ion. The oxidation reaction is prolonged by enhancer molecules, which are abundantly present in the reaction medium. The ferric ion provides a colored complex with chromogen in an acidic medium. The color intensity, which can be measured spectrophotometrically, is related to the total amount of oxidant molecules present in the sample. The assay is calibrated with hydrogen peroxide [30].

**Histopathological examination**

Tissues used for histopathological examination were fixed in 10% neutral formalin after samples were symmetrically divided in half on a vertical axis down the middle. Following dehydration and paraffin inclusion procedure, the tissues were embedded into paraffin blocks. Slices in thickness of 4 to 5 μm were obtained from the paraffin blocks using a rotary microtome (RM 2245; Leica Biosystems Nussloch GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany). The slices were stained with hematoxylin-eosin. Following the staining procedure, all of the slices were examined under an optical microscope (BX51, Olympus Corp., Tokyo, Japan), evaluated, and photographed.
The materials used in the animal experiment and for the histopathological and biochemical analyses and animal experiments are shown in Figure 1.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analyses were conducted using the IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 20.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) program. The numerical data obtained were expressed as mean±SD. Since there was a small number of subjects in each group, the Kruskal-Wallis test, which is a nonparametric test, was used to compare the average TAS, TOS, and OSI values of the 3 groups. Chi-square test was used to statistically analyze the rat liver histopathology.

**RESULTS**

**Findings on oxidative stress and antioxidant system**

The effects of meal frequency and calorie restriction on TAS (μmol Trolox Eq/L), TOS (μmol H₂O₂ Eq/L), and OSI values in the serum of the rats were analyzed (mean±SD). There were significant differences between the AL and TM, and the AL and TM-CR groups in the adipose tissue, and between the AL and TM groups in the livers of the rats (Table 1).

**Results of the histopathological analysis of the rat livers**

At the end of the experiment, the rat livers were microscopically analyzed in terms of granularity, changes in hepatocyte array, fattening, inflammation, and fibrosis. No fattening of the liver, inflammation, or fibrosis was seen in the experimental animals. Granularity in hepatocytes and hepatocyte array disorders were noted in some liver samples (Figure 2). In the results of the analysis using the chi-square test, it was determined that the granularity and changes in hepatocyte organization were not statistically significant. No significant differences were found between groups in terms of the param-
The results of our study were consistent with the literature: TAS level increased significantly in the TM and TM-CR groups compared with the control group (p<0.05). Based on the analysis in terms of TOS and OSI, a decrease was seen in the TM and TM-CR groups in comparison with the control group. However, there was not a statistical significance, except in fat tissue. In the fat tissue, in terms of TOS and OSI levels, the TM and TM-CR groups showed significant decreases in comparison with the control group (p<0.05). The relationship between manner of feeding and antioxidant activity was demonstrated with a noticeable increase in antioxidant activity, which is the protective mechanism of the body against oxidative stress on the liver, one of the central organs of metabolism.

As a result, it was seen that TM and TM-CR methods of feeding may be useful in reducing oxidative stress and increasing antioxidant activity, as previously demonstrated in the literature. In our study, the TM-CR group was allowed to feed 2 times a day and subjected to a moderate level of calorie restriction (20%). It was determined that the TAS level in the liver of the TM group increased significantly in comparison to the AL group, while TOS level in the fat tissue decreased significantly in the TM and TM-CR groups. Considering the oxidant-antioxidant system results of the TM-CR group according to the literature, many studies have reported a reduction of oxidative activity with calorie restriction, which is in agreement with the results of our study [21–27]. However, there are a limited number of studies reporting an increase in antioxidant activity with calorie restriction [26, 27]. The fact that not all studies implementing calorie restriction demonstrated an increase in antioxidant activity has been tied to the duration of implementation [27]. Increase in antioxidant activity with calorie restriction was observed in our study, which may be considered long-term in comparison to other reported studies [21–27]. Moreover, the combined implementation of meal frequency and calorie restriction, and positive outcomes regarding the antioxidant system, increases the value of our study. Another important result of this study is that meal frequency implementation without calorie restriction, which has not been sufficiently investigated, was shown to have positive effects on the oxidant-antioxidant system.

No harm to the liver was seen in the analysis of liver histopathology with respect to meal frequency or calorie restriction. The granulation and change in the hepatocyte array observed more in the TM and TM-CR groups was insignificant, and may be explained by increased metabolic activity and the increase in the number of organelles, such as granulated endoplasmic reticulum, that have an active role in metabolism.

This study produced promising findings about the relationship between meal frequency and the antioxidant system, considering that there is a limited amount of data in the literature on this subject. The results of our study indicated that, like calorie restriction, reducing meal frequency probably strengthens the antioxidant system and reduces oxidative stress. Therefore, eating less and eating less frequently may be presented as an alternate protec-
tive treatment in the prevention of hundreds of diseases known to be related to oxidative stress [28–30]. The amount and frequency of food intake are as important as the content. Future studies of longer duration, and even life-long observation studies regarding the effects on life span, the addition of the factor of sex, and groups combining nutrition and exercise, may lead to new findings and may confirm our results. Changes in the TAS, TOS, and OSI values in the TM and TM-CR groups were in the same direction as the AL group; the fact that most of these changes were statistically insignificant may be explained by the small number of subjects. Statistical significance might arise in studies with a larger number of subjects.
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